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"Poverty is not an accident. Like slavery and apartheid, it is
man-made and can be removed by the actions of human
beings."
- Nelson Mandela
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Care of Creation
How electric vehicles and other
transportation innovations could slow
global warming, according to IPCC

US indigenous communities to
receive $46m to address global
heating

"The report concludes that falling costs
for renewable energy and for electric
vehicle batteries, in addition to policy
changes, have slowed the growth of
climate change in the past decade, but
that deep, immediate cuts are
necessary to stop emissions growth
entirely and keep global warming in
check."

"Biden’s infrastructure law provides
$466m to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
including $216m for climate resilience
programs. Of that funding, $130m is
provided for community relocation,
$86m is provided for climate resilience
and adaptation projects, and $43.2m
will be available to spend annually for
five years."

(PBS News, 4/5/2022)

(The Guardian, 4/12/2022)

For Catholic sisters, eco-missionary activity isn't trendy. It's integral to their work.
(EarthBeat, 4/12/2022)

"Collaborating with the unchurched in a shared journey to care for Mother Earth is a way of being aware of
Mystery/Spirit alerting and empowering humankind to reverse the ecological damage for which we are
responsible. And it's a great way to live out the ecological dimension of my congregation's missionary activity,
which has become a critical component to our work with the poor and the planet, God's gift of creation to us all."
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Human Trafficking
Events
April 15, 11:00 am (CST)Maryknoll- Virtual Good
Friday Way of the Cross for
Economic and Ecological
Justice
Apr. 22- May 1- Interfaith
Power & Light: Climate
Action Week

CFPB Seeks to Halt Negative Credit Reporting for Survivors of Human Trafficking
(Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, 4/7/2022)

"While being trafficked, many victims suffer from financial abuse, which is a
common tactic used by traffickers to further exploit victims. Survivors and
support organizations report that traffickers employ financial abuse as a means to
earn money and as a method of control."

‘Eyes on the road’: Canadian truckers fight human trafficking along highways
(Cranbrook Daily Townsman, 4/9/2022)

"There are a number of trafficking “hotspots” especially along the Trans Canada
Highway and due to the nature of that kind of criminal activity Tingley said it
impacts communities across the board."
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Kansas Governor Kelly signs
‘sanctuary city’ bill, dealing harsh
blow to immigration activists
(KCUR, 4/11/2022)

"Passed by the UG in February, the act
also blocked local police from
cooperating with Immigration and
Customs Enforcement authorities
except in the case of threats to public
safety or a warrant signed by a judge.
Kelly, who is up for re-election in
November, said in a statement that
she signed the statute because it is
the responsibility of federal officials,
not municipalities, to address our
broken immigration system."

America's labor shortage is actually an immigrant shortage
(CBS News, 4/8/2022)

"By one calculation, the U.S. workforce today has 2 million fewer immigrants
than it would have if immigration had continued at pre-pandemic levels. That
gap is especially being felt in low-paying industries, such as leisure and
hospitality, food services retail, and health care."

Court lifts block on Biden admin. immigration enforcement memo
(Reuters, 4/13/2022)

"The DHS memo instructed immigration officers to prioritize arresting and
detaining individuals facing deportation who pose a threat to national security
or have been convicted of aggravated felonies."
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Seeking Racial Justice
Donors secure $100M to benefit minorities on
climate change

Annual report shows systemic racism
continues to bring down Black people’s
quality of life

(AP News, 4/5/2022)

(PBS News, 4/12/2022)

"The group, the Donors of Color Network, will also
announce that 10 of the nation’s top 40 donors to
environment causes have now signed on to at
least a portion of a pledge the network established
last year. The Climate Funders Justice Pledge
commits the donors to make their climate-related
grants transparent and to direct at least 30% of
their donations to groups that have Black,
Indigenous or other people of color as their
leaders."

"While Black people have made economic
and health gains, they’ve slipped farther
behind white people in education, social
justice and civic engagement since this
index was launched in 2005. A compendium
of average outcomes by race in many
aspects of life, it shows just how hard it is
for people of color to overcome systemic
racism, the civil rights organization says."

How violence against Asian Americans has grown and how to stop it, according to activists
(PBS News, 4/11/2022)

"As funders come to better understand the disparate challenges in Asian American communities and
better understand that anti-Asian American hate has been an issue all along, advocates have been
able to put forth more nuanced race and class narrative analyses, build power among Asian
Americans, and develop multi-racial coalitions, Ahn said."
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Advocacy &
Action
Kansas House Democrats Call For Immediate Elimination of State Sales Tax on Food:
"$500. The average Kansas family would save $500 per year with a 0% state sales tax on food. Kansans across
the state have called, emailed, and demanded at town halls that the legislature eliminate the tax.
Despite this clear mandate from the public, GOP leadership won’t even allow HB 2487 out of committee. HB
2487 was introduced with bipartisan sponsorship and statewide energy. It’s rare an initiative has such
widespread excitement behind it. Obstructing HB 2487 silences the people and it’s just wrong.
Kansans, it’s your turn: Take a photo of your grocery receipt and send it to Republican leadership, Reps. Ron
Ryckman, Dan Hawkins, and Blaine Finch at ron.ryckman@house.ks.gov, dan.hawkins@house.ks.gov,
blaine.finch@house.ks.gov, and ty.masterson@senate.ks.gov. Show them how much money they cost you by
playing political games. Post your grocery receipts on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram with
#AxeTheFoodTax and #NoTaxNow. Every dollar you spend on state food tax is a dollar wasted. It’s time for
your family - for YOU - to catch a break. Demand HB 2487 get a vote!"
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